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Abstract 

A new approach to quantum state determination is developed us
ing data in the form of observed eigenvectors. An exceedingly natu
ral inversion of such data results when the quantum probability rule 
is recognised as a conditional. The reversal of this conditional via 
Bayesian methods results in an inferred probability density over states 
which readily reduces to a density matrix estimator. The inclusion of 
concepts drawn from communication theory then defines an Optimal 
State Determination Problem which is explored on Hilbert spaces of 
arbitrary finite dimensionality. 
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1 Introduction 
Previous work upon quantum state determination^] has concentrated upon 
the use of expectation values as the initial data. However, if it is recognised 
that there is freedom to redefine the problem in terms of data consisting of 
observed eigenvectors then there emerges a very clear and simple alterna
tive inversion procedure[2]. This amounts to Bayesian Inference[3,4,5] and 
it turns out that the usual concerns about such methods are fully catered 
for by the symmetry properties of quantum mechanics. Indeed the inversion 
formalism proposed is in many respects native to quantum mechanics, which 
is why it has been dubbed Quantum Inference. 

Seeds for this idea lie in the early work by Wootters[6] upon the possible 
optimality of the functional form of the quantum probability rule for two-
state observation. The present work applies the same methods, borrowed 
from communication theory[7] to the different problem of quantum state 
determination. Identification of the appropriate symmetry properties of the 
quantum rule then enables extension of these techniques to arbitrary finite-
dimensional Hilbert spaces[2]. Out of this comes a new problem: the Optimal 
State Determination Problem (hereafter OSDP). A solution to this problem 
defines general quantum limits to the possible confidence in quantum states 
expressed in terms of the ensemble size. 

This paper develops the formalism leading to the OSDP and points to 
some of the more obvious connections with other fields of research. In setting 
up the inversion formalism it proves natural to include discussion of classical 
measurement. Essential differences between quantum and classical cases are 
then highlighted within the one measurement model, which itself derives from 
communication theory[7,8]. After these preliminaries the OSDP is defined 
and some necessary initial calculations are performed along with presentation 
of some of the results obtained in[2]. 

2 Measurement model 
Given are a system and an apparatus. To each assign an appropriate abstract 
state space, S for the system and A for the apparatus. Note that these may 
be quite different. The stale variables are s € S and a £ A. The apparatus 
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state is to be called a reading and perfect knowledge of this :s assumed. 
Information can be obtained about the system state through correlating it 

with the perfect'y known apparatus state via some inteiaction. Details of the 
interaction prove unimportant provided that theory can provide a suitable 
probabilistic model for the correlation. A clear choice is the conditional: 
p(a\s). All details of the process then reduce to the statement 

"If the system state is s then the apparatus reading will be a with 
probability p(a\s) ". 

Requiring perfect knowledge of the apparatus reading presents no serious 
constraint as any uncertainty may be incorporated into the correlation. Of 
interest will be the performance of different apparatus operating upon a fixed 
system. Then the fundamental correlation may be considered as a property 
of the apparatus alone. 

2.1 Ensemble measurement 
For constrained correlations confidence can only be increased by repeated 
observation upon an ensemble of systems that are all in the same state. 
Denote the set of Â  apparatus readings by a/v = {a*}JtLi- Assume the 
events are independent and define a new N — trial correlation by: 

N 
p(aN\s) = l[pk(ak\s). (1) 

The subscript k on each correlation signifies the possible use of different 
measurements to realise an N—trial apparatus. This feature is essential for 
quantum state determination. 

Ensembles may be virtualov real. If each observation does not disturb the 
system state then many trials upon the same system provides a virtual en
semble. Where single observations irrevocably disturb the system state then 
a real ensemble comprised of many identically prepared systems is required. 
Of course the transition from classical to quantum mechanics involves that 
from a virtual to a real ensemble. 
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2.2 Bayesian Inference 
Information about the system state is to be obtained by inverting the mea
surement correlation. This can be done using the theory of Bayesian In
ference. Specifying a prior distribution po(s) to describe initial knowledge 
about the system state defines a joint distribution for the apparatus reading 
and system state, 

p(a,s) = p(a\s)p0(s). (2) 

Then use of Bayes' rule, p(x\y)p(y) = p(x,y) — p(y\x)p(x), yields a proba
bility distribution over .s parametrised by a: 

which readily reduces to an estimator of the system state: 

<s>= jssp(s\a)p0{s)dn[s}. (4) 

This completes the data reduction process. 
Potential difficulties that may arise include selection of the prior and the 

extent to which the correlation is known. Quantum theory is unusual in 
providing good answers to both concerns. 

2.3 Prior distributions 
Laplace's principle of indifference^,9] states that where nothing is known 
one should choose a constant valued function to reflect initial ignorance. A 
little recognised invariance of the inversion formula with respect to rescaling 
of the prior ensures that arbitrary priors are largt-N equivalent to priors 
that are constant on the same nonzero domain[2]. This suggests th. t where 
many observations are possible one need only seek prior refutation in the 
form p0(s) = 0 for s in some a priori excluded region of <S space. 

2.4 Invariant prior distributions 
The above property is comforting, however there remains the standard ob
jection that uniform priors can always be turned into non-uniform priors 
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through a change of variables on state space. The principle of invariant pri
ors addresses this difnculty[10,11,12,13]. It involves seeking that function 
f(s) which is invariant under the action of a group of automorphisms on 
state space. Pick group element g £ Q, where g : S —> S, then the defining 
relation is 

M = /(.9W) v f l € g. (5) 

Piovided that the group Q is meaningfully constrained by initial knowledge 
the solution of the above functional equation defines the prior. Wigner's 
theorem[ 14] enables use of this principle for constructing quantum invariant 
priors. 

2.5 Correlation Information 
The correlation information of a joint distribution p(a,s) is defined as 

dfi[aW[s]. (6) 

It is a fundamental quantity that measures the information in nats that pre
cise knowledge of a tells about s; or vice-versa, in virtue of the manifest 
symmetry of the formula. It was first derived in the context of communi
cation theory by Shannon!?], although the nomenclature and emphasis here 
originate from Everett[15j. 

Two particularly nice properties of this quantity are that it is invariant 
under one-one maps of the argument variables and that it is non-negative. 
Furthermore, it is zero if and only if p(a,s) — p(a)p(s), see[15]. Indepen
dent variables provide no information about each other, while the invariance 
property ensures that the information measure is independent of how data 
is represented. 

To apply this, recognise the joint distribution p(a,s) = p(a\s)p0(s). Then 
{a, s) measures the information received via p(a|.s) averaged over an ensemble 
of inputs distributed according to po(s). 

{a,s} = J J p{a,s) iog 
p(a,s) 

p(a)p{s) 
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3 Classical correlations 
Fix S and A as the real numbers. Then a common choice for p(a|s) is the 
gaussian correlation: 

The single parameter a captures the noise. In most circumstances this model 
correlation is not well known so Bayesian methods are somewhat dubious. 
However, to illustrate, invert th<_ A t r i a l correlation using a uniform inte
gration over 5 to realise a translation invariant prior. The result is 

where a' - aj\fN and a = Y,iai/N- As expected < s >= a. In the limit 
N —> oo the correlation approaches that of a perfect apparatus: p(a|s) = 
6(a - s). 

3.1 Coin probabilities 
A useful analogue of the quantum correlation to follow occurs in the measure
ment of coin probabilities[3,9]. This classical system permits virtual ensemble 
measurement but has inherent, irreducible noise. The coin state is the prob
ability of Heads, s 6 S = [0,1], while the apparatus involves tossing the coin 
and noting the outcome, so A = {H,T}. The precisely known correlation is 

P(H\s) = s-p(T\s) = l - s . 

Inverting this with a Laplacian uniform prior po{s) = 1 one finds that after 
N trials < s >= (n + l)/(N + 2) where n is the number of Heads observed. 
This approaches the empirical frequency of heads in the limit N —» oo. The 
uncertainty in the estimate < s > is measured by d1 ~ (n/N)(\ — n/N)/N. 

This coin correlation appears as a restricted case of quantum two-state 
observation. The essential difference lies not in the mathematics but in the 
fact that; whereas a single coin does not have its state disturbed by the action 
of tossing and may be used many times, the quantum two-state analogue 
suffers irrevocable disturbance and may be used only once. 
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4 Quantum correlations 
Consider a d—state quantum system, (d < oo). Its state space is the set of 
all rays associated with the Hilbert space Cd. Denote the state by the vector 
t/» G C d , this corresponds to one ray generated by forming the projector 
$ = 1% = \4' >< V*!- Similarly, denote an arbitrary orthonormal .et of d 
eigenvectors by {^ J}^_ ] . 

4.1 Preparators, analysers and their correlation 
Quantum disturbance enforces the rea! ensemble requirement. To generate 
this consider a device called a preparator that provides N identically prepared 
rf—state systems, so S = Cd. Quantum state determination will involve the 
assignment of a state to this preparator. To fix ideas think of the Stern-
Gerlach set up preparing a beam of two-state polarised silver atoms. 

Systems from the preparator are directed to an analyser. Suppose these 
are detected individually, which restriction may be relaxed if desired. Now 
quantum measurement theory provides a universal correlation that describes 
the interaction of system a^d apparatus. It is a postulate that any apparatus 
may be associated with an orthonormal set of d eigenvectors^ 6,17]. So to a 
given analyser assign a measurement basis. Then in a single observation the 
analyser registers one of d eigenvector outcomes with probability 

pf>|tfO =< 0 | ^ >< ^|tf > . (9) 

Assigning the measurement basis is a further task of theory. It is necessary 
to take account of the system-apparatus interaction but not the actual input 
state. The literature is usually silent on this point, one counterexample is the 
classic article by London and Bauer[18]. It ought to be emphasised that the 
measurement basis is intrinsic to the analyser. Changing the polarisation 
direction of the beam of silver atoms entering an analyser magnet does not 
alter the spatial alignment upon which the up and down beam splitting is 
resolved. 

To connect with traditional language observe that measurements realised 
by non-degenerate Hermitian operators provide a means of distinguishing 
eigenvectors 'hrough the corresponding eigenvalues. Eigenvalues will not 
appear in this treatment for the simple reason that they contribute nothing 
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to knowledge of the preparator state. It is the different probabilities with 
which eigenvectors are manifest that provide the required information. 

Of interest here is the universal nature of the rule (9). It captures irre
ducible quantum noise and all systems of the same dimensionality d suffer 
the same constraint. For example, Stern-Gerlach observations upon spin car
ried by silver atoms and observations of photon polarisation are described 
by the same d = 2 correlation. It is not necessary to understand how the 
behaviour implicit in (9) comes about; despite the well known paradoxical 
implications[l9,20], the rule seems to work. Nor is it necessary to know how 
to assign measurement bases, for it is clear how to describe the end product 
of such analysis. In this spirit allow that all measurement bases are possible. 
Then investgation will concentrate upon implications of the geometrically 
constrained quantum correlation. 

4.2 Quantum ensemble correlation 
Define an A^—trial analyser as the collection of TV bases: 

Eigenvector outcomes are labelled by a set of Ar indices j(k) 6 [l,d] with 
k t [l,N] and the full set is denoted 

*Ar = { r f i W }2L , . 

There are dN outcomes in all, but for convenience the upper index will often 
be dropped. Then the correlation becomes 

P(*NIVO = n i < w * > i2, (io) 

where <f>k is the particular eigenvector drawn form the kth basis that was 
manifest in that observation. 

Without recourse to Bayesian methods it is clear that, predicated upon 
observed $ N , some states ifr are more likely than others in that they have a 
greater probability of occurrence. Note that the sequence of observations is 
non-informative. 
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4.3 Two state measurement bases 
The Poincare sphere[25] vastly siin])lifies discussion of two-state measure
ment. In this representation pure states are mapped one-one to unit vectors 
in R 3 while convex combinations of these, the mixed states, correspond to in
terior points of the resulting sphere. A simple relation holds for the transition 
probability between any two unit vector represented rays: 

\<4>\<t>>\2 = ^ ( l + r , , - f * ) . 

Clearly orthogonality corresponds to antipodality on the sphere. Any mea 
surement basis maps to a pair of antiparallcl unit vectors. It follows that 
the parameter space of all possible analysers consists of all undirected line 
segments, so A^ = {**}fc=i- Often there is a physical correspondence be
tween these lines and actual alignments in space, such as in the Stern-Gerlach 
apparatus, but there need not be. 

There is a corresponding geometric picture for higher dimensions in terms 
of a sphere in R d _ l , see[26]. In this picture measurement bases appear 
as differently oriented d~vertex generalised tetrahedra (dimension d — 1)[2], 
However, for d > 2 the pure state manifold forms only a section of the surface 
of this sphere, so not all such objects are measurement bases. 

4.4 Quantum invariant prior 
Recall Wigner's theorem[17,14] says that only continuous probability preserv
ing automorphisms on the space of states are realised by unitary operators. 
Fix Q as the largest possible group, SU(d), and it becomes clear that the 
necessary prior is realised by a unitary invariant measure on ray space. This 
can be achieved by integrating over all unit norm vectors 0 € Cd v i a the 
delta function prescription 

6(1 - W) = ±- r dfcexp{ifc(l - W)\ , (11) 

yielding the uniform ray measure 

JdQ^~(d-i)\JdH4^(\-H'). (12) 
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Integration over xl> can be carried out over components 

dx}dijj 

U=l ' J \ . _ | J —OO J —O 

where i j + \y} = < j | t / ' >• This general realisation of the quantum invari
ant prior was suggested to me by Hannay[21] and has appeared in other 
contexts[2'2]. It is specialised to versions more suitable for particular inte
grands in appendices 11 and A.l. 

Note that the uniform integration on ray space may be alternatively 
viewed as providing an elementary example of a Haar measure[23,24] upon 
the conipac* group SU(d)/SU(d — 1). This establishes uniqueness up to a 
constant, which is fixed by demanding the normalisation / dSl^ = 1 . In this 
picture it is clear that there is considerable scope for generalisation although 
we shall not do that here. 

5 Quantum Inference 
Quantum Inference can now be developed as the transcription of the general 
results obtained earlier. The name serves to emphasise the sense in which 
quantum measurement theory is ideally suited to this methodology. It is in 
fact a more natural application than most existing .assical ones and could 
serve to motivate the entire formalism independently. 

5.1 Inversion and density matrix estimator 
Where the prior is uniform it 'nay be set to unity, provided that a normalised 
integration measure on state space is used. Therefore, 

p(*/V,0) = p(*Nh/>) (13) 

p W * „ ) = £<•"]*> ( 1 4 ) 
P(<PN) 

P(*N) = Jp{*N\tl>)dfli. (15) 

The p($yv) both normalise the measurement correlation and express the prob
ability that <t»/v will be observed in many experiments upon an super-ensemble 
of uniformly distributed input systems. 
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The unique density matrix estimator assigned to <I>/v is 

p(<M = JW' >< V ' IP(V«I*JV)««V (ifi) 

From til is any expectation value can be calculated, a major advantage of 
seeking eigenvector observables. Convexity arguments indicate that />(<I>,v) 
is always mixed and can only approach a pure state as ]>{II'\$N} tends to a 
delta function about some state V'max-

If experimentation is continued then p ^ l ^ / v ) should be retained as the 
prior for subsequent observations. The same result ensues as when all of the 
data is treated as a single set and inverted with uniform prior. 

5.2 Quantum correlation information 
The quantum correlation information of AN is given by 

{0,*WKr] = I;/p(*NWlog 
P(*/v) . 

dilr. (17) 
V 

Note that the eigenvector outcomes are discrete and so integration is reptaced 
by summation. A useful rearrangement of this is: 

{V>,<MK̂ 1 = £/M<MV0iogp(<W)<% 

- 5 > ( * w ) l ° g P ( * w ) - (18) 
* N 

The second term is equal to the entropy of outcome probabilities, which 
shall be written H[AN]- This is non-negative and bounded above by TV log<f, 
see[7]. The bound is only attained when all P{$N) are equal (to \jdN). 

The first term simplifies considerably upon recognising the product nature 
of p($/v|i/>). Use of this enables the the logarithm to be split up into a sum 
of TV logarithms of terms < iptyk >< </>t|V; >. Upon carrying out the sum 
over outcomes, projector closure enforces much cancellation. The final result 
is Nd copies of the generic integral: 

J < 4>\4> >< <p\i> > log < v | ^ > < 4>\4> > dtltl. (19) 



with <j> a dummy argument. From appendix A.l we get: 

1 (\ 1 \ 

Label minus </ times this quantity by Cd and the correlation information 
becomes: 

{i^N}\AN] = H\AN\-NCi. (20) 

5.3 Optimal State Determination Problem 
Notice that the bound on H\AN\ enforces the inequality: 

0<{i',<t>N}[AN}<N(\ogd-Cd), (21) 

so an OSDP clearly exists. Defining this to be the extremisation of the 
quantum correlation information over the choice of AN, it is clear that the 
best apparatus, Atf, maximises the entropy of outcome probabilities p(4>^). 
Note that there will be an infinitude of sucli problems, one for each pair 
(d, N). Even if A°^ is not realisable it remains of interest because it constrains 
all other possible apparatus. 

6 Two state illustration 
Using the Poincare sphere representation, a single observation has tfr simple 
correlation: p( t a | r ) = (1 ±a - r ) /2 , while the invariant prior becomes uniform 
sphere integration[2,6]. It is readily verified that p(±a) = 1/2 and p ( r | ± a ) = 
1 ± a • f. If ihe same measurement direction a is maintained in JV trials then 
the simple change of variables 5 = (1 + a • f)/2 identifies this situation with 
that of the coin problem mentioned previously. For n results +a in N trials 
the inference is 

States are only located in terms of the angle a-r. The asymptotic correlation 
information of this apparatus is[2,6] 

{ r , * v } ~ I l o g / V - I ( l o g 2 i r - l ) . (23) 
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Such behaviour is generic for gaussian location upon a one dimensional space. 
Wootter's study concentrated uy->n such restricted single analyser mea

surements, which were suited to his purpose[6]. In this context it is obvious 
that full location in state space will involve at least three non-coplanar sam
pling directions. It is also intuitively attractive to suggest that spreading 
out these sampling directions in some way will improve the information gain. 
To tackle such questions the next section develops formulae appropriate to 
inverting data obtained wit!: an aribtrary set of N analyser directions. 

7 Special inversion formula for two states 
For the special case d — 2, there are simple formulae for ]>(^N) and P(Q>N) 
that involve only inner products of outcome unit vectors[2]. I ater formulae 
for general d will be derived so these results shall simply be stated. 

7.1 Outcome probabilities 
Let AN = {a^Jj^j. Notice that ouicomes can now be specified as signs 
fffc = ±1 for the results up and down along a*.., so <!># = { < 7t}t=i a r>d 

^|r)Sfi(^LL£). (24) 

This has to be integrated dflj to obtain p(<J>/v). 
Use of the generating function[2]: 

«*K)-{Ri;}JaT{t!5ll+'*,-f)}A 

and the elementary result 

/ e x p { b f } dtit = jsinhb, (26) 

with b = | | b ||, leads to the expression 

P(*») = 5* { * + 53 E Sign2K[JK*N) x ^ H | , (27) 

(25) 
A=0 
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where the first sum is over different numbers A' of selections of 2A' objects 
from N and the second sum is over all J G (1 , (^) ] ways to make such 
selections. The objects to make selections from are the signs and the mea
surement vectors. Selecting from the set of A' signs and taking their product 
defines the outcome dependent quantity Sign2h[J]($N)- Selecting from the 
measurement vectors yields the outcome independent quantity: 

Sum2K[J}= £ ( . , . ) . ' > . ( . , . ) , (28) 
!\ — pair 

partitions 

where the notation indicates that one should form all (2A' — 1)!! partitions 
of the Jth set of 2A' selected measurement vectors into pairs and then use 
these to fill in the template of A' inner products. 

The number of terms grows very rapidly, at N = 10 there are 9495, but 
the pattern is apparent for N = 3; fix ^3 = {a, b , c ) , then 

p(<Ja,ab,ac) = - ( l + - K o - 6 a • b + craack • c + ahach • c] I . (29) 

By inspection it is clear that mutually orthogonal measurements solve the 
OSDP for d = 2 and N = 3, as all outcomes are then equally probable. 
Writing down the formula for N = 4 shows this possibility is defeated by the 
three dimensional nature of state space. 

7.2 Numerical experiments 
Numerical investigation of the OSDP via simulated annealling has been 
carried out for small A' < 10[2]. Expected answers such as a tetrahedral con
figuration at A' = 4, (0.727 479 328 nats), occur alongside unexpected ones 
such as in the case N — 6 ./here repeating the same set of three orthogo
nal directions twice, (0.984 685 304 nats), beats using six different directions 
that are aligned with the faces of a dodecahedron (0.982 068 934 nnts). Two 
competing strategies emerged from this study, that of repeating a basic set 
of directions and that of seeking to isotropically spread them. The Pla
tonic solids can be used to generate isotropic sets in terms of their face 
directions (opposite faces count as one basis). At N = 12 the compet
ing strategies of repetition and isotropy become readily apparent through 
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comparison of the doubled dodecahedral set (1.530853409 nats) with the 
tripled tetrahedral (1.530 375 257 nats) set and the quadrupled orthogonal 
set (1.5'2S7486187ta<5). There is very little difference between them and in 
this case the three fall into the expected hierarchy with the most isotropic 
one first. Further progress with the small N problem is hampered by its 
computational cost. In any case it is clear from the above that after 10 or 
so observations there is little difference between any two reasonably isotropic 
schemes. The problem is much more fruitfully tackled in terms of the asymp
totic behaviour of the correlation information after many repetitions of a 
basic set. 

7.3 Density matrix 

In this case the density matrix is given by 

f,(^) = ^^j\(l+r-ff)pir\9N)dili, (30) 

where o is the vector of Pauli matrices. Formally set a/v-f i = S and it becomes 
clear that the necessary integral can be handled by the existing formula, as 
the case A"N+X = AN U {a}. For instance: 

This completes the discussion of two-state Quantum Inference 

8 General inversion 
In this section the general inversion formula for an arbitrary set of N observed 
eigenvectors is obtained. This involves calculating p($;v). To do so it helps 
to recast p(<I>jv|«/>) in tensor notation. 

8.1 State tensor and measurement tensor 

Define an N--trial state tensor in terms of the preparator state 4> by 

*!i::£w = n^(wa (32) 
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where lk,l'k G \l,d] and 4>(lk) = < lk\4' >• Similarly define a measurement 
tensor in terms of the N eigenvector outcomes <j>k (compact notation) by 

*•/{;;#(**) = n<M'*)Ma 
N n 

k=i 

(33) 

Iii terms of this new notation p(<f>s) can be written as the contraction of 
the outcome dependent measurement tensor with the integrated state tensor: 

P ( * w ) = M J ; ; # ( * N ) x J<;;;;;&(<&) <«V (34) 

8.2 Integrated state tensor 
The following permanent of Kronccker deltas[27] 

»!': «!i • •• *;'? 
•IN _ 
' A T = 

* 4 • 

4 «!• • 
"AT 

(35) 

which may be recognised as TV! times the symmetrisation tensor, is readily 
shown to be related to the integrated state tensor. 

To do so one verifies first that 

/ *!i::jiw^ = (d~i) 

(d+N-iy.^ u^ (36) 

where it is noticed that the integrated quantum tensor is a function of indices 
only and that it is zero unless upper indices are a permutation of lower ones. 
The numbers r,, i 6 [1,«/] count the number of indices equal to i and their 
sum is N. Reflection upon the permanent expansion then reveals that this 
generates the required product of factors T\!. Therefore, 

**ri={dtN\.Mfc%{*N)x&& (37) 

with contraction over repeated indices implicit. An alternative calculation 
using generating function methods is sketched in appendix 13.1. 
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8.3 Diagrammatic calculation 
The symmetric contraction is most easily done explicitly through diagram
matic methods[27]. Write the tensor to be contracted as an upper row of 
bras and a lower row of kets. For instance the measurement tensor becomes 

( 4>l ••• <t>N \ 
<t>l ••• 4>N ) 

Define the fundamental order N link diagram as that which joins each of 
the N bras to its correspoding lower ket to form the transition amplitude 
between them. Symbolically this is 

(N) 

The action of this diagram on the tensor bracket is taken to be the product 
of all N transition amplitudes so formed. There are V(N) = N\ possible link 
diagrams obtained by permuting one row of dots. Each acts on the tensor to 
generate a single number and the symmetric contraction becomes the sum of 
these over the action of all V(N) diagrams. For instance 

V(7) (-H \c >< b\d > + < a\d >< b\c> . (38) 

8.4 Inferred distribution and density matrix 
The inferred distibution is given by 

1 N 

P{1>\*N) = 77 I I < * >< hW >» ( 3 9 ) 

with normalisation 

Reduction to the density matrix is achieved by noting that its matrix ele
ments are given by 

P{*N)H = J < # >< rl>\j > p ( V ' | * w ) ^ . (41) 
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This integral is in the same class as those calculated above and can be readily-
solved by augmenting the measurement tensor with a factor \j >< i\ and 
evaluating the resulting order Ar + 1 integral. In diagrammatic notation the 
final result is 

T.T(N+l) 
i 4>i . . . 0/v 

-r(N) 4>i ••• 4 > N 

These results enable the inversion of any set of eigenvectors in Hilbert spaces 
of arbitrary finite dimension. Clearly, they also provide a means to obtain 
the correlation information of any apparatus through calculation of all dN 

outcome probabilities. So these two formulae supply the basic tools for in
vestigating the OSDP in finite dimensional Hilbert space. 

9 Mutually unbiased bases and the OSDP 
Schvvinger introduced the concept of optimum incompatibility]^)] to descibe 
two bases such that any pairing of eigenvectors drawn from both yields the 
transition probability l/d. For example, in the case d = 2, the eigenvectors of 
spin operators Sx, Sy and Sz form optimally incompatible bases. Ivanovic[28] 
has given an explicit mathematical construction for prime d of d + 1 bases 
which pairwise share this property. Wootters has called such a set of bases 
mutually unbiased[30}. Interestingly <f-f 1 mutually unbiased bases necessarily 
provide an orthogonal decomposition of state space and so there can be no 
more than this number[2,28]. 

The relevance of mutually unbiased bases to the OSDP is clear upon 
examination of the general outcome probability after two observations. In 
terms of the dimension d and the eigenvector results (f>\ and <j>2 this is: 

v(4>i,fo) = 1ij^Y){\ + \<4>M2>\2)-

For mutually unbiased analysers p{<l>\,<i>?) = \/d} for all outcomes and so the 
correlation information is automatically maximised. This solves the OSDP 
for N = 2 where d is an arbitrary prime number. 
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For d = 2 it was seen earlier that equiprobability can be maintained for up 
to three observations. One might expect that the property of equiprobable 
outcomes would be maintained for up to N = d + 1 observations for prime 
d > 2, thereby solving the OSDP up to that point. -Using Wootters[30] 
listing of the bases I numerically investigated this possibility for J — 3 and 
d = 5. Equiprobability is lost at three observations^]. The renson for this 
can be traced to the loss of a complete Poincare sphere representation of ray 
space for d > 2. 

10 Summary and conclusions 
To summarise, it has been shown that quantum measurement theory sup
ports a rigorous application of Bayesian methods through the simultaneous 
presence of both a known correlation and an invariant prior. Then use of ex
isting methods from communication theory enables precise formulation of the 
quantum limits to information gain imposed by the noisy nature of quantum 
observations. 

The introduction of Quantum Inference provides the first coherent frame
work for discussing questions of confidence in the quantum state while the 
formulation of the OSDP is clearly important in that it provides constraints 
upon knowledge of quantum states that are expressed specifically in terms 
of the size of the available ensemble. 

A future paper will deal with the asymptotic properties of the correlation 
information and report a refined fundamental bound upon the correlation 
information for finite dimensional Hilbert space[2]. This enables the large N 
optimal apparatus to be characterised in spaces of arbitrary finite d[31]. 

In addition it would be interesting to attempt extension to d = oo. For 
instance observe that: 

lim (log d — Cd) = I —C, 
d—•oo 

where C is Euler's constant (~ 0.577 215 [32]). So the d — oc limit of the 
crude bound given in (21) is just JV(1 - C) . Most interesting is that this is 
finite. 
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A One dimensional class 
Consider functions F(0,V>) that can be written in the form 

//(V',V') = / ( l < V # > i 2 ) , (-13) 

for some vector <f> and a function / of a single real variable. In virtue of 
the invariance of the ray measure, there is no loss of generality involved by 
setting \4> > = |(/ >. Then a judicious change of variables to u, = J 2 + y* with 
diij = irdTjdyj, converts the general delta function measure to a uniform real 
integration over the volume of a d — 1 dimensional simplex defined by u} > 0 
and 5Zj=i u j 5- 1- Introducing independent integration limits through the 
recursion relation, o- J + 1 = a} — u} where ac\ = 1, enables ray integration to 
be recast as the ordered multiple integral: 

jf(\< 4>\4>>?)d^ = 1 \J[ : j°'dUj :j /(«,_, -«,_,)• (44) 

Here ot{_1 —u^-i = | < ip\4> > | 2 and the u} integrations are done in decreasing 
order of _;'. Peeling off these from the right and repeatedly using the relation, 

ram ram 

/ g(am -um)dum = / g(um)dum Jo Jo 
= C(«)lom 

= G ( a m _ ! - u m _ i ) - £ ( 0 ) , 

enables the entire integration to be carried out formally in terms of the 
iterated anti-derivatives of the seed function / . To denote antidifferentiation 
introduce the linear bracket notatiou: 

[f)=ff(w)dw 

and define bracket powers by [ / ] m + = [[ /] m ] . Then the final result is 

/ / ( | < 0 | 0 > | 2 ) r f ^ = ( r f - l ) ! | [ / ] j - 1 ( l ) - i : ( r f

[ ^ ( ° )

1 ) , | 1 (4.5) 

where the normalisation has been calculated using [ l ] m =• um/m 
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A.l Example: correlation information integral 
Consider the integral that appeared in (19). Identify the seed function as 
f(u) = tilogu and verify by induction on m that 

[ u l o g u r = (^nM l o g w ~£*J- (46) 

Then application of the integration formula yields: 

J\<W> I' log | < W > |2<% = ~ ( i + ... + 2) • (47) 
This method is very powerful has been fruitfully applied to many other c?„l-
culations arising from the OS DP. 

B Scaling class 
Restrict attention to functions F(?/>,t/>) that satisfy: 

3 / e N h F(A>,At/-) = (A*A)'F(i/>,t/-); VA e C. (48) 

Notice that p($jv|0) is in this class with parameter / = N. For such functions 
the following is true 

/ Fty, v) dti^=^7-1)1 / F ^ ' ^e~** d^- ( 4 9 ) 

where the normalisation is /-dependent. 
B.l Example: derivation of generating function 
Use of the elementary result: 

J exp{ -0 / t y} dj>dil> = — , (50) 

for positive definite A, enables construction of a simple generating function 
for p($N\ip). Choose A{\) = I ~Ylk ^k<t>k<t>k, then it is clear that 

PWNW = i^Z^',,, x III jA /exp{-tM(A> )(/>/># {d+N ~1)\ 
(d-\y. r " d \ 1 

A=0 

^Am (d + N -l)\ X&dXki deM(A) 
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The symmetric contraction result can be recovered by the substitution, 

j - j j j L - j - ^ - U h d l - M I ) , (51) 

with A = I — M. The right hand side can then he expanded as a power series 
and the contributing terms identified, for further details see[33]. 
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